
From the AYC General Manager 
Jackie Wheeless    gm@austinyachtclub.net 

 

The blue and black trash barrels that are all around the grounds are not designed 

for disposal of bulky items.  Please keep in mind that bulky items should be 

carried to the dumpsters rather than disposed of in the trash barrels. 

 

The swimming pool has been “hammered” lately with camp and all of the AYC 

events that have been taking place so you may notice more unscheduled pool 

closings while Tom and the Pool Company attempt to keep the chemicals 

balanced. 

 

Please be aware that the lake level is dropping quickly right now.  You may not 

be able to sail where you’ve been used to sailing so please be aware of your 

surroundings and the water level. 

 

A HUGE thank you to the Sea Scouts who painted trailers in the Dry Storage 

Area.  They painted 33 trailers (a total of 59 sides).   They have offered to walk 

the Dry Storage Area occasionally and look for unpainted trailers and paint them 

as needed.  THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!! 

 

The Trailer Parking Area is targeted next.  We hope to remove all of the trailers, 

do some much needed trimming and mowing and then replace the trailers in the 

area in an orderly fashion.  There are members who have had to park their 

trailers in a dry slip temporarily due to not having space in Trailer Parking to put 

their trailer back in once they removed it to work on their boat. 

 

I’m currently working with Diane Covert, Dane Ohe and the Long Range Planning 

Committee to create a MASTER worksheet for projects that are targeted for 

future dates.  Thank you Diane, Dane and Ravi for all the help you’re providing. 

 

The UTSC contract is expiring in August so we are encouraged to get any 

needed revisions (list of boats, etc.) to UT as soon as possible to incorporate 

those changes in the renewal contract. 

 

 

 


